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RIEMANNIAN CURVATURE MEASURES

JOSEPH H.G. FU AND THOMAS WANNERER

Abstract. A famous theorem of Weyl states that if M is a compact submanifold of eu-
clidean space, then the volumes of small tubes about M are given by a polynomial in the
radius r, with coefficients that are expressible as integrals of certain scalar invariants of the
curvature tensor of M with respect to the induced metric. It is natural to interpret this
phenomenon in terms of curvature measures and smooth valuations, in the sense of Alesker,
canonically associated to the Riemannian structure of M . This perspective yields a fun-
damental new structure in Riemannian geometry, in the form of a certain abstract module
over the polynomial algebra R[t] that reflects the behavior of Alesker multiplication. This
module encodes a key piece of the array of kinematic formulas of any Riemannian manifold
on which a group of isometries acts transitively on the sphere bundle. We illustrate this
principle in precise terms in the case where M is a complex space form.

1. Introduction

The so-called Weyl tube formula states that if M →֒ R
N is a smooth isometric embedding

of a compact smooth Riemannian manifold, then the volume of a tube around M of suffi-
ciently small radius r > 0 is given by a polynomial of degree ≤ N in r, whose coefficients
may be expressed as integrals of scalar invariants (Lipschitz-Killing curvatures) of the curva-
ture tensor of M . Up to scale, the coefficient in degree N is the Euler characteristic χ(M).
That this invariant admits such an expression is the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet theorem, proved
by Chern [15, 16] by integrating certain canonical differential forms on M and its tangent
sphere bundle SM , derived from the Cartan apparatus of curvature and connection forms.
The coefficients of the lower degree terms arise similarly [14]. The tube coefficients may be
localized by integrating these forms over subsets, and extended to subsets M more general
than smooth submanifolds, yielding Federer’s theory of curvature measures, formulated in
terms of normal cycles in [28].

From a different perspective, the tube coefficients coincide up to scale with natural ex-
tensions of the intrinsic volumes µk of Hadwiger [23]. These are the principal examples
of the concept of convex valuation. Alesker’s recent work [1–7] introduces for any smooth
manifold M the space V(M) of smooth valuations on M , equipped with a natural com-
mutative product. With respect to this product, the intrinsic volumes then appear (up to
scale) as powers of µ1. A smooth immersion M →֒ N induces a restriction homomorphism
rMN : V(N) → V(M). Combining these facts with the Nash embedding theorem, and taking
N to be euclidean space, Alesker observed that Weyl’s theorem yields a canonical embedding
iM : R[t]/(tdimM+1) →֒ V(M) associated to any smooth Riemannian M , with generator t
identified with µ1|M . This system of embeddings of algebras is obviously reproductive in the
sense that if P →֒ M is again an isometric immersion, then iP = rPM ◦ iM . The image of
iM is the Lipschitz-Killing algebra LK(M).

The fundamental impetus for the present paper is to understand these phenomena in
purely valuation-theoretic terms, and without reference to existence of isometric immersions
in euclidean spaces. We accomplish this by introducing a fundamental new structure in
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2 JOSEPH H.G. FU AND THOMAS WANNERER

Riemannian geometry, a further refinement of the general picture described above. In order
to describe it we recall that any smooth valuation may be localized, albeit non-uniquely.
The resulting space C(M) of curvature measures on M carries the structure of a module over
the algebra V(M). This language is described in Section 2.1 below. We define the space
R of Riemannian curvature measures, abstracted from the space of summands of the tube
coefficients described above. An element Ψ ∈ R is an object that assigns to any smooth
Riemannian manifold M a concrete curvature measure ΨM on M , giving rise to a canonical
subspace R(M) ⊂ C(M). Our main results, given in Section 3, may be stated in general
terms as follows. We describe the universal behavior of the elements of R under isometric
immersion of one Riemannian manifold into another (Theorem 3.7), and show that the
Lipschitz-Killing curvatures are precisely the elements invariant under all such immersions
(Theorem 3.11). This is accomplished via a natural identification (18) of R with the space
R[[ξ, η]] of bivariate formal power series. We then give an explicit description of an action of
R[t] in these terms, reflecting the universal action of LK(M) on R(M) (Theorem 3.13).

The arguments in Section 3 correspond to the soft part of the template method, a familiar
procedure in integral geometry: one proves the existence of a formula of a certain type
(typically the hard part), then evaluates the constants by examining enough special cases,
or templates (the soft part). Surprisingly, the cases of spheres of varying radius are enough.
The technical heart of the paper is Section 4, giving the proofs of Lemmas 3.8 and 3.12 (the
hard part). There we adapt the classical method of moving frames to display the geometric
processes of Alesker multiplication by µ1, and of isometric immersion, in terms of formal
models based on the Cartan apparatus. We lay the foundations for these models in Section
2.2.

Key to recent progress in integral geometry is the fact that if M admits a group G of isome-
tries acting transitively on SM , then Alesker multiplication on the spaces VG(M), CG(M)
of G-invariant valuations and curvature measures is intimately related to the array of kine-
matic formulas for (M,G) ([10], Section 2). Since necessarily R(M) ⊂ CG(M), and LK(M) ⊂
VG(M), the structure studied here represents a universal component of any such array. The
final Section 5 applies this observation to the case of complex projective (or hyperbolic)
spaces CPn. Stabilizing by taking the dimension n → ∞, it turns out that R(CP∞) is a
faithful copy of R, and may be characterized as the space of all invariant curvature measures
that enjoy the fundamental geometric property of angularity. This space admits a natural
basis ∆kp adapted to the complex structure, distinct from the natural basis for R. In The-
orem 5.4 we translate the formulas of Theorem 3.13 in terms of the ∆ basis, by means of
certain simple yet remarkable transforms O,P on the space of bivariate power series. These
transforms already played a role in Section 3.3 of [10], although the relation between that
appearance and this one remains mysterious.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Curvature measures and valuations. A more detailed account of the notions in the
present section appears in Section 2.2 of [10].

Although the theory of smooth valuations on a manifold M is entirely independent of
orientation or orientability, it will be convenient to assume that M is oriented. With this
assumption we can frame the discussion in terms of integration, over the normal cycles
associated to sufficiently regular subsets of M , of smooth differential forms on the cosphere
bundle of M . If the orientation is switched to its opposite, then both the differential forms
that we consider and the normal cycles change sign, so that the resulting set function is
unchanged. If M is not oriented (even unorientable) it is possible to recast the whole theory
in terms of differential forms twisted by the orientation line bundle of M , but, since the
theory is essentially local in nature, one may alternatively avoid any loss of generality by
working on the orientation double cover of M if needed.

Another simplification available in the present Riemannian context is to replace the co-
sphere bundle by the sphere bundle SM . Let dimM = m + 1. In this language, we recall
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that any closed submanifold with corners (which we refer to henceforth as a simple smooth
polyhedron) P ⊂ M , admits a normal cycle nc(P ), a closed integral current of dimension
m in the tangent sphere bundle SM . The current nc(P ) is Legendrian, in the sense that it
annihilates any multiple of the contact (canonical) 1-form (and hence also any multiple of its
exterior derivative). If M is a submanifold of N , we distinguish between the normal cycles
with respect to the two different ambient spaces by the notations ncM ,ncN . One may assign
to each pair (ψ, φ) ∈ Ωm(SM) ⊕ Ωm+1(M) the curvature measure Ψ that associates to
such P the signed measure

(1) Ψ(P, ·) := π∗ (nc(P )vψ) +

∫

·∩P
φ.

We denote this element Ψ by [ψ, φ]. The space of all such curvature measures on M is denoted
C(M). Such a pair (ψ, φ) determines also a valuation given by µ(P ) :=

∫
nc(P ) ψ +

∫
P φ for

compact submanifolds with corners P . The space of all such set functions is denoted V(M),
and the assignment Ψ 7→ µ is the globalization map

glob : C(M) → V(M).

The classical examples are the Federer curvature measures Φ0, . . . ,Φm+1 ∈ C(Rm+1) [17,
28] and the corresponding intrinsic volumes µi := glob Φi. The domain of geometric shapes
P subject to these set functions may be enlarged to the class of sets with positive reach,
or still larger classes [21]. However, these extensions are irrelevant to the present paper, in
which we emphasize the set functions Ψ, µ, and the P play the role of test objects.

If Ψ ∈ C(M), and P0, P1, P2, . . . are closed submanifolds with corners such that nc(Pi) →
cnc(P0) in the flat metric topology, then the associated signed measures on M converge
weakly, which we write as

(2) Ψ(Pi, ·) ⇀ cΨ(P0, ·)
It is natural to think of this process in terms of the specialization of a family of constructible
functions [22]. In the simplest instance, the Pi are k-dimensional spheres of radii ri → 0 and
common center x, and P0 = {x}, in which case c = 1 + (−1)k.

If f : M → N is a smooth immersion then there are restriction (or pullback) maps
C(N) → C(M) and V(N) → V(M), both of which we denote by f∗, given by

(f∗Ψ)(P,E) := Ψ(f(P ), f(E)), (f∗µ)(P ) := µ(f(P )).

Clearly these pullbacks maps commute with globalization. The point is that the pulled back
objects may again be represented by differential forms on the domain manifolds M,SM .
We carry this out explicitly in the special case of an isometric immersion of Riemannian
manifolds in Proposition 4.7 below. We will also use the standard notation

(f∗m)(E) := m(f−1(E))

for the pushforward of a (signed) measure m by a map f . Thus in the circumstances above

f∗((f∗Ψ)(A, ·))(E) = Ψ(f(A), E).

The main facts that we use in this paper from the theory of valuations are summarized in
the following.

Theorem 2.1 ([1, 20]).

(1) The space V(M) admits a natural commutative multiplication (Alesker product), with
the Euler characteristic χ acting as the multiplicative identity. Furthermore V(M)
acts on C(M) in a natural way, compatible with the product of valuations, i.e. if
µ ∈ V(M),Ψ ∈ C(M) then glob(µ · Ψ) = µ · glob(Ψ). If f is a smooth immersion as
above then f∗ is an algebra and module homomorphism, i.e. if µ, ν ∈ V(N),Ψ ∈ C(N)
then

(f∗µ) · (f∗ν) = f∗(µ · ν), (f∗µ) · (f∗Ψ) = f∗(µ · Ψ).
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(2) Suppose X ⊂ M is a compact simple smooth polyhedron, and P×M → M is a smooth
proper family of diffeomorphisms ϕp : M → M, p ∈ P , equipped with a smooth
measure dp. Suppose further that the map P×S∗M → S∗M , induced by the derivative
maps ϕp∗ : S∗M → S∗M , is a submersion. Then ν(A) :=

∫
P χ(ϕp(X)∩A) dp defines

a smooth valuation ν ∈ V(M). Given µ ∈ V(M),Ψ ∈ C(M) we have

(ν · µ)(A) =

∫

P
µ(ϕp(X) ∩A) dp,

(ν · Ψ)(A,E) =

∫

P
Ψ(ϕp(X) ∩A,E) dp. �

We will rely on an explicit construction of the Alesker product in terms of the underlying
differential forms, originally due to Alesker and Bernig, and stated in Theorem 4.1 below.

2.1.1. Angular curvature measures. We recall briefly this concept from Section 2.5 of [10].
If V is an n-dimensional real affine space of dimension n, we denote by Curv(V ) ⊂ C(V )

the space of translation-invariant curvature measures on V . Any element of Curv(V ) may be
expressed as [ψ, φ] where both ψ, φ are translation-invariant. The space Curv(V ) is graded
by degree k ∈ {0, . . . , n}.

Let us now suppose further that V is a euclidean space. A curvature measure Ψ ∈ Curv(V )
is angular if there exists a function cΨ on the k-Grassmannian of V such that for any convex
polytope P

(3) Ψ(P, ·) =
n∑

k=0

∑

F∈Fk(P )

cΨ(~F )∠(F,P ) Hk|F

where Fk(P ) is the set of all k-faces of P , ∠(F,P ) is the exterior solid angle of P along F ,

and ~F is the element of the k-Grassmannian parallel to F . Any such Ψ is clearly translation-
invariant. Any element of Curv(V ) of degree ≥ n− 1 is vacuously angular.

Passing now to a Riemannian manifold, Section 2.2.2 of [10] describes a canonical isomor-
phism C(M) ↔ Γ(Curv(TM)), the space of smooth sections of the bundle over M whose
fiber over x is the space of translation-invariant curvature measures in TxM . Thus C(M)
inherits a natural grading. A curvature measure Ψ ∈ C(M) is said to be angular iff each
value of the associated section has this property.

2.2. The formal Cartan apparatus. We give a brief but explicit account of a formal
algebraic model for the calculus of moving frames on an oriented Riemannian manifold,
implicitly used in classical Riemannian geometry, notably the work of Chern [15, 16]. In
these and related calculations we adopt the usual summation convention.

2.2.1. Am, Ām, Ā+
m,Bm,B+

m, and their realizations. Let Am denote the anticommutative
graded algebra with generators

θi, ωij = −ωji, Ωij = −Ωji, 0 ≤ i, j ≤ m,

of respective degrees 1,1, and 2, equipped with the left action of the group O(m + 1) ∋ g
given by

L′
gθi := gjiθj

L′
gΩij := gkigljΩkl(4)

L′
gωij := gkigljωkl ≡ g0igljω0l + gkig0jωk0 mod 〈ωij : 0 /∈ {i, j}〉.

This algebra admits the formal differential

d′θi := −ωijθj
d′ωij := −ωikωkj + Ωij(5)

d′Ωij := Ωikωkj − ωikΩkj,
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modeled on the Cartan structure equations, where we follow the conventions of [13], p. 100.

Note that d′2 6= 0, since we have not imposed relations corresponding to the Bianchi identity,
but this property is unnecessary for our purposes.

Put Ām for the quotient obtained by setting all ωij = 0 unless 0 ∈ {i, j}. There is an

obvious inclusion map Ām →֒ Am. The restriction to Ām of the action of h ∈ O(m) by fixing
the 0 coordinate, denoted Lh, descends to Ām and intertwines the inclusion and quotient
maps. We may define the differential d on Ām, and also endomorphisms L̃g, g ∈ O(m+1), by
precomposing d′, L′ with the inclusion and postcomposing with the quotient map. Clearly

(6) L̃gh = L̃g ◦ Lh, L̃hg = Lh ◦ L̃g, d ◦ Lh = Lh ◦ d
for any h ∈ O(m). Put Ā+

m ⊂ Am for the subspace of all φ ∈ Ām such that Lgφ = (det g)φ
for g ∈ O(m). For 0 ≤ k ≤ m, 0 ≤ 2p ≤ k, we define the elements

(7) Ā+
m ∋ φkp :=

∑

π

sgn(π)Ωπ1π2
· · · Ωπ2p−1π2p

θπ2p+1
· · · θπk

ωπk+1,0 · · ·ωπm,0

where the sum extends over all permutations of {1, . . . ,m}.
Put Bm for the further quotient of Ām obtained by setting all remaining ωij = 0. Now

the action of O(m + 1) descends. Put B+
m for the subspace of all ψ ∈ Bm such that Lgψ =

(det g)ψ, g ∈ O(m+ 1). Define

(8) B+
m ∋ ψp :=

∑

π

sgn(π)Ωπ0π1
· · · Ωπ2p−2π2p−1

θπ2p
· · · θπm

where the sum extends over all permutations of {0, . . . ,m}.

Proposition 2.2. Modulo θ0, the space of elements of formal degree m in Ā+
m is spanned

by the φkp. The space of elements of formal degree m+ 1 in B+
m is spanned by the ψp.

Proof. We prove the first assertion. The proof of the second is similar and simpler. Given
an O(m) module M , we refer to the submodule on which the group acts by multiplication
by the determinant as the determinant submodule.

The subspace of Ā+
m of elements of degree m decomposes by the degree p in the Ω and the

degree k− 2p in the θ. We wish to show that, modulo θ0, the subspace Ckp thus described is
spanned by φkp. Put for simplicity V := R

m. Let O(m) act on V in the standard way, and on
so(m), gl(m) by conjugation. Clearly Ckp/(θ0) is isomorphic to the O(m)-submodule of the

determinant submodule of
(
so(m)⊗p ⊗ V ⊗(k−2p) ⊗ V ⊗(m−k)

)∗
that consists of elements that

are symmetric in the so(m) factors and antisymmetric in each of the two clusters of V factors.
Pulling back via the projection gl(m) → so(m), M 7→ (M−M t)/2, in fact Ckp is isomorphic to

a submodule of the corresponding submodule of
(
gl(m)⊗p ⊗ V ⊗(k−2p) ⊗ V ⊗(m−k)

)∗
≃ V ⊗m∗.

The First Fundamental Theorem of invariant theory for SO(m) ([25], Chapter 11.2) states
that the algebra of such invariants in variables yi ∈ V is generated by functions of the form
(y1, . . . , ym) 7→ det[y1 . . . ym] and 〈yi, yj〉. In our case the degree is m, so if the latter
appear in any term then all other factors must have the same form. Since these expressions
are O(m)-invariant, this cannot happen. Thus the determinant submodule is spanned by
y1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ym 7→ det[y1 . . . ym]. This corresponds to φkp ∈ Ckp under the identifications
above. �

2.2.2. Realization maps. Now let M be a smooth oriented Riemannian manifold of dimension
m+ 1, with frame bundle π̂ : FM → M and tangent sphere bundle π : SM → M . Thus the
total space FM consists of all orthonormal frames b = (b0, . . . , bm) for TxM , x = π̂(b) ∈ M .
We may regard FM also as a bundle z : FM → SM by taking z(b0, . . . , bm) := b0. The
bundles π̂, z are principal bundles, with groups O(m+ 1), O(m) respectively. We denote the
right action in each case by R.

There is a well-defined realization map ρ : Am → Ω∗(FM) given by taking the generators
of Am to the coframe forms, connection forms, and curvature forms associated to a given
b ∈ FM [13,15]. The Cartan structure equations state that this map intertwines the formal
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differential above and the exterior differential on Ω∗(FM). It also intertwines the formal
left action L′ with the action on Ω∗(FM) induced by pullback under the right action of the
structure group.

If P is a smooth manifold, with b̄ : P → FM a smooth map (typically a section of a
bundle with total space FM), and g ∈ O(m+ 1), then

(9) (Rg ◦ b̄)∗ ◦ ρ = b̄∗ ◦ ρ ◦ L′
g.

Definition 2.3. Given b = (b0 = ξ0, b1, . . . , bm) ∈ FM we define ρ̄b : Ām → ∧∗ Tξ0
(SM) as

follows. Let b̄ be a local section of the bundle z such that b̄(ξ0) = b. Then ρ̄b is the restriction
to Ām of the evaluation at ξ0 of b̄∗ ◦ ρ.

Define ρ̄ = ρ̄M : Ā+
m → Ω∗(SM) by setting its value at any given ξ0 ∈ SM by restricting

ρ̄b to Ā+
m, where b = (b0 = ξ0, b1, . . . , bm) is any positive adapted frame.

Abusing notation, we use the same symbol ρ̄ to denote the corresponding maps B,B+ →
Ω∗(M).

Lemma 2.4. The maps ρ̄b, ρ̄ are well-defined. If g ∈ O(m) then ρ̄Rgb = ρ̄b ◦ Lg.

Proof. We must show that the map ρ̄b is independent of the choice of the extension b̄. This is
clearly true of the values ρ̄b(θi), ρ̄b(Ωij). As for ρb(ω0i), note first that ρ̄b(θ0) is the canonical
contact 1-form α of SM , and hence independent even of the other vectors b1, . . . , bm of the
frame. Now if b̃i ∈ Tξ0

SM is the horizontal lift of bi ∈ Tπ(ξ0)M then ρ̄b(ω0i) is the interior

product of b̃i with dα.
The final conclusion follows from (9), and implies in turn that ρ̄ is well defined. �

2.2.3. The infinitesimally parallel extension of a frame and the canonical connection of z.
It is well known that any frame b, z(b) = ξ0, may be extended to a local section b̄ of z such

that b̄∗ ◦ ρ(ωij)
∣∣∣
ξ0

= 0 if 0 /∈ {i, j}. Let us introduce an explicit terminology for such an

extension for later use. Put x0 := π(ξ0) ∈ M , and let V ⊂ M be a normal neighborhood
of x0. Put E : V × Sx0

M → SM to be the map induced by parallel translation along
geodesics from x0. The infinitesimally parallel extension of b is the adapted moving
frame b̄ defined on the neighborhood Ṽξ0

:= E(V × (Sx0
M \ {−ξ0})) of ξ0, constructed as

follows. For ξ ∈ Sx0
M \ {−ξ0}, define

rotξ0

ξ ∈ SO(Tx0
M) by rotξ0

ξ (ξ0) = ξ, rotξ0

ξ

∣∣∣
ξ⊥∩ξ⊥

0

= identity.

Now set b̄(ξ) := rotξ0

ξ (b) := (rotξ0

ξ (b0), . . . , rotξ0

ξ (bm)) for ξ ∈ Sx0
M \ {−ξ0}. In other words,

we extend the frame initially to Sx0
\ {−ξ0} by parallel translation along great circles from

ξ0. Now put

b̄(E(x, ξ)) := E(x, b̄(ξ)) := (E(x, b̄0(ξ)), . . . , E(x, b̄m(ξ))).

The map b 7→ b̄ is clearly compatible with the right O(m) action on z : FM → SM , i.e.

(10) (Rhb) = Rhb̄, h ∈ O(m).

Therefore the images of the derivatives b̄∗ : TξSM → TbFM corresponding to the infinitesi-
mally parallel extensions of all adapted frames b at all points ξ ∈ SM constitute the family
of horizontal subspaces of a canonical connection on the principal O(m) bundle z.

Consider the standard sphere Sm ⊂ R
m+1, with standard coordinates u0, . . . , um and

standard basis vectors e0, . . . , em. For −e0 6= u ∈ Sm, put rotu ∈ SO(m+ 1) for the element
that acts as the identity on vectors perpendicular to e0 and u, and such that rotu(e0) = u.
Define ψb : Sx0

M → Sm by ψb(uibi)
m
i=0 := (u0, . . . , um). We will need the following obvious

facts.

Lemma 2.5. For all ξ 6= −ξ0,

(11) rotψb(ξ) = ψb ◦ rotξ0

ξ ◦ψ−1
b .
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If u 6⊥ e0, then the map v 7→ rotv(u) yields a diffeomorphism between small neighborhoods of
e0, u.

2.2.4. The virtual antipodal map. Let a : SM → SM denote the fiberwise antipodal map.
Clearly

(12) ρ̄ ◦ L−1 = a∗ ◦ ρ̄.
2.2.5. The immersed version. We will also need a version of this apparatus that describes in
formal terms an isometric immersion of one Riemannian manifold into another. Let n > m
be given. The coordinates in the range 0, . . . ,m will be treated in an essentially different
way from the range m + 1, . . . , n; we denote the former by Roman letters i, j, . . . from the
first half of the alphabet and the latter by Greek letters α, β, . . . . Roman letters r, s, t, . . .
from the second half of the alphabet will take values from the entire range 0, 1, . . . , n. Put
Am,n := An/(θα = 0). Introduce new symbols

Ω̄ij := ωiαωjα, 0 ≤ i, j ≤ m.

Consider the standardly embedded subgroup O(m + 1) × O(n − m) ⊂ O(n + 1), where the
two factors act respectively on the first m + 1 and last n − m coordinates. The restriction
Lg,h of the left action of O(n+ 1) descends to this quotient.

Define the quotient Ām,n by setting

ωij = 0 unless 0 ∈ {i, j},(13)

ωαβ = 0.

There is a natural inclusion into Am,n. The group O(m) × O(n − m) acts by fixing the 0
coordinate. Put

Ā++
m,n (resp. Ā+

m,n) := {φ : Lg,hφ = (det g)(deth)φ (resp. (det g)φ) for (g, h) ∈ O(m)×O(n−m)},
so that the quotient map takes Ā+

n → Ā++
m,n.

Put ¯̄Am,n to be the subspace Ωαβ = Ωαi = 0. The O(m) × O(n − m) action descends to

this space. Put ¯̄A+
m,n = {φ ∈ ¯̄Am,n : Lg,hφ = (det g)φ, (g, h) ∈ O(m) × O(n − m)}. The

elements of degree m

φkpl :=
∑

π

sgn(π)Ωπ1π2
· · · Ωπ2p−1π2p

Ω̄π2p+1π2p+2
· · · Ω̄π2p+2l−1π2p+2l

θπ2p+2l+1
· · · θπk

ωπk+1,0 · · ·ωπm,0

belong to this space.
Define the quotient Bm,n by setting all the remaining ωij to zero as well. Thus the only

remaining formal connection forms are the ωiα. The group O(m+1)×O(n−m) acts on this
space. Put B+

m,n for the subspace of all elements φ such that L(g,h)φ = (det g)φ, in particular
the elements of degree m+ 1

ψpl =
∑

π

sgn(π)θπ0
Ωπ1π2

· · · Ωπ2p−1π2p
Ω̄π2p+1π2p+2

· · · Ω̄π2p+2l−1π2p+2l
θπ2p+2l+1

· · · θπm

are of this type.

Proposition 2.6. Modulo θ0, the space of elements of formal degree m in ¯̄A+
m,n is spanned

by the φkpl. The space of elements of formal degree m+ 1 in B+
m,n is spanned by the ψpl.

Proof. Put N ⊂ ¯̄Am,n for the subalgebra generated by the ωiα. Clearly ¯̄Am,n ≃ Ām ⊗ N ,

under the convention that a ⊗ b · c ⊗ d = (−1)(deg b)(deg c)ac ⊗ bd. . The groups SO(m)

and O(n − m) act on the two factors separately. Thus any ω ∈ ¯̄A+
m,n may be expressed

in the form ω =
∑
µ ⊗ ν, where the ν ∈ N and are O(n − m)-invariant. Abbreviating

W := R
n−m, with coordinates indexed by α = m + 1, . . . , n, the space of all such ν is

isomorphic to the space S of O(n − m)-invariant elements of Λ∗(Wm+1)∗, where the W
factors are indexed by i = 0, . . . ,m. The First Fundamental Theorem implies that S is
generated by the Ω̄ij = ωiαωjα.
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Thus, as in the proof of Proposition 2.2, the degree m subspace of ¯̄A+
m,n/(θ0) is isomorphic

as an O(m)-module to the direct sum over k, p, l of submodules of the determinant submod-

ules of
(
so(m)⊗p ⊗ so(m)⊗l ⊗ V ⊗k−2p−2l ⊗ V ⊗m−k

)∗
, where the additional so(m) factors

correspond to the Ω̄ij. The proof now concludes in similar fashion to that of Proposition
2.2, where the invariant element that emerges now corresponds to φkpl. �

These algebras may be realized on an isometric immersion e : Mm+1 →֒ Nn+1. Put
F (M,N) ⊂ FN |M for the subbundle of adapted frames b = (b0, . . . , bn), i.e. frames such
that b0, . . . , bm ∈ Tπ̂(b)M . This is a principal O(m + 1) × O(n − m) bundle over M . The
realization map ρ : An → Ω∗(FN) restricts to give an O(m+1)×O(n−m)-equivariant map
ρrel : Am,n → Ω∗(F (M,N)). The Gauss equation becomes

(14) ρrel(Ω̄ij) = ΩM
ij − ΩN

ij ,

where these two terms refer to the curvature forms of M,N respectively.
Given a fixed frame b, we likewise have a map ρ̄b,rel : Ām,n → ∧ ∗Tz(b)(SM) since the

second fundamental form is well defined. The restriction of z makes F (M,N) into a principal
bundle over SM with group O(m)×O(n−m). By restricting to frames b such that b0, . . . bm
is a positive frame for Tπ̂(b)M , we obtain maps ρ̄rel : Ā+

m,n → Ω∗(SM),B+
m,n → Ω∗(M) as

above. Taking bm+1, . . . , bn also to be positive we obtain a map Ā++
m,n → Ω∗(SM), again

denoted ρ̄rel.

2.3. Fiber integration in a fiber bundle with a connection. Let q : P → X be a
smooth fiber bundle with model fiber F and group G. Suppose further that q is equipped
with a G-connection, with horizontal subpaces Hp ⊂ TpP . Thus the derivative q∗ induces
isomorphisms Hp → Tq(p)X. For x ∈ X, denote by Fx ⊂ P the fiber over x. Given p ∈ Fx,
we define the evaluation map

evp : Ω∗(P ) →
∧ ∗TpFx ⊗

∧ ∗TxX

by identifying TpP = Hp ⊕ TpFx ≃ TxX ⊕ TpFx via the connection. For given x ∈ X,
consider the pullback of the bundle of exterior algebras

∧ ∗TP over P under the inclusion
map Fx →֒ P . This gives rise to a restriction map

rx : Ω∗(P ) → Ω∗(Fx,
∧ ∗TxX)

by taking the value of rx(φ)|p at p ∈ Fx to be evp(φ).

Lemma 2.7. Let C be a G-invariant integral current of dimension k in F , and for each
x ∈ X let Cx be the corresponding current in the fiber Fx. Then the natural fiber integration
operator pC∗ : Ω∗(P ) → Ω∗(X) of degree −k is given by

(pC∗φ)|x =

∫

Cx

rx(φ) ∈
∧ ∗TxX.

Proof. Given x ∈ X, by parallel translation we may find a neighborhood U ⊂ X of x and a
local trivialization τ : U×F → P such that Dτx,f(TxX⊕{0}) = Hτ(x,f) for all f ∈ F . Thus,
given φ ∈ Ω∗(P ) we have τ∗(φ)|x,f = evτ(x,f) φ. The Lemma now follows directly from the
definition of fiber integration. �

2.4. Generating functions. We will make extensive use of the Maclaurin expansions

(15) (1 − x)−(k+1) =
∞∑

j=0

(
k + j

j

)
xj.
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The special cases k = ±1
2 admit the alternate expressions

(1 − x)− 1

2 =
∞∑

j=0

(
2j

j

)(
x

4

)j
,(16)

(1 − x)− 3

2 =
∞∑

j=0

(2j + 1)

(
2j

j

)(
x

4

)j
.(17)

3. Riemannian curvature measures

In this section we introduce the space R of Riemannian curvature measures, given as the
vector space of all possibly infinite linear combinations of certain objects {Ckp}0≤k,p∈Z,2p≤k.
We will describe this situation briefly by saying that R is the ω-span of the Ckp, and refer
similarly to ω-linear maps, etc. Formally, an element of R is a universal object Ψ that
associates to every smooth Riemannian manifold M a curvature measure ΨM ∈ C(M)–
the realization of Ψ on M– that is expressible in a universal way in terms of the Cartan
apparatus. Taking M to be a euclidean space, the Federer curvature measures Φk are
included. If k > dimM then CMkp is the zero curvature measure. We normalize the Ckp
so as to minimize the role played by the dimension of M . In particular, they are invariant
under totally geodesic isometric embeddings (cf. Corollary 3.9 below). The Lipschitz-Killing
curvature measures Λk, defined in Section 3.4 below, are distinguished elements of R. We

denote their ω-span by L̃K.

3.1. Definition and basic properties.

Definition 3.1. For 2p ≤ k, define Ckp to be the object that assigns to any smooth Rie-
mannian manifold M the curvature measure

ιM (Ckp) := CMkp :=





ωk

πk(m+1−k)!ωm+1−k
[ρ̄M (φkp), 0] if k < dimM = m+ 1

ωk

πk [0, ρ̄M (ψp)] if k = dimM

0 if k > dimM.

Here ωk denotes the volume of the unit ball in R
k. The globalization of CM21 coincides, up

to scale, with the valuation first described in Theorem 2 of [12].
The ω-span of the Ckp is denoted by R. The space R is ω-graded, by setting deg(Ckp) = k.

Given any smooth Riemannian M , the realization map ιM : R → C(M) is an ω-graded map
of degree zero. We denote the image of the realization map by R(M) := ιM (R) ⊂ C(M).

The normalizing constants in the definition of the Ckp are chosen so that

(1) the Ckp are invariant under totally geodesic embeddings (Corollary 3.9);

(2) CMkp = λpCMk0 if M is a sphere of curvature λ;

(3) if V is a euclidean space then CVk,0 = k!ωk

πk Φk, where Φk is the kth Federer curvature

measure [17].

The constants reflect also the behavior of Alesker multiplication, as will be evident. From
this perspective it is convenient to introduce the ω-linear isomorphism

(18) α : R → R[[ξ, η]], Ckp 7→ ξk−2pηp.

Proposition 3.2. For every k, p,M , the curvature measure CMkp ∈ C(M) is angular.

Proof. Given a point x ∈ M , let Ψ ∈ Curv(TxM) denote the value at x of the section of
Γ(Curv(TM)) that corresponds to CMkp under the transfer map described in Section 2.2.2

of [10]. Let P ⊂ TxM be a convex polytope and F ⊂ P a face of dimension k. Choosing

moving frames so as to include some fixed orthonormal frame e1, e2, . . . ek for ~F , the ex-

pression (7) implies that the coefficient cΨ(~F ) from (3) is equal to a constant multiple of∑
π

∫
BF

sgnπΩπ1π2
. . .Ωπ2p−1π2p

θπ2p+1
. . . θπk

, where π ranges over all permutations of 1, . . . , k

and BF is the unit ball in ~F . �
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3.2. Some facts from spherical integral geometry. Our main calculations all follow
ultimately from a few simple yet fundamental observations about the integral geometry of
spheres. This discussion also represents the simplest instance of the apparatus just described.

We denote the standard (n+ 1)-dimensional sphere of curvature λ (or radius λ− 1

2 ) by Sn+1
λ ,

λ > 0.

Proposition 3.3 ([18], 0.4.3). Modulo the canonical 1-form and its differential, the space of
all differential forms on the sphere bundle of Sn+1

λ that are invariant under the usual action
of SO(n+ 2) is spanned by the ρ̄(φk,0), k = 0, . . . , n.

Proof. Cf. pp. 184–5 of [18]. �

Up to scale, these forms correspond to the elements CS
n+1

k,0 ∈ R(Sn+1) ⊂ C(Sn+1), k ≤ n,

to which we append the rescaled volume curvature measure CS
n+1

n+1,0. Since Ωij = λ θi ∧ θj for
i, j = 0, . . . , n, we have

(19) C
Sn+1

λ

kp = λpC
Sn+1

λ

k,0

so that

R(Sn+1
λ ) = span{CS

n+1

λ

k,0 : 0 ≤ k ≤ n+ 1}.
The associated valuations

(20) τk := globC
Sn+1

λ

k,0 ∈ V(Sn+1
λ )

constitute a natural basis for the space VSO(n+2) of all invariant valuations. Using the
identity π(k + 1)!ωkωk+1 = (2π)k+1 we obtain

C
Sn+1

λ

k0 (Sjλ, ·) = δkj
k!ωk
πk

Hj
∣∣∣
Sj

λ

(21)

τk(S
j
λ) = δkj 2

(
2√
λ

)k
(22)

where Hj denotes j-dimensional Hausdorff measure. Unfortunately this basis is not multi-
plicative, i.e. in general τj ·τk 6= τj+k, even up to scale. It is helpful to define two other natural
bases that are multiplicative. For the first, let dg denote the Haar probability measure on
SO(n+ 2) and define the valuation

φ :=
2√
λ

∫

SO(n+2)
χ( · ∩ gSnλ ) dg

Then by Theorem 2.1 (2),

(23) φk =

(
2√
λ

)k ∫

SO(n+2)
χ( · ∩ gSn−k+1

λ ) dg

and we again arrive at a basis φ0, . . . , φn+1.

For the second, let t = tRn+2 := glob(CRn+2

10 ). By Theorem 2.3.18 of part 2 of [7], the
Alesker powers of t satisfy

(24)
πktk

k!
= ωkµk,

where µk ∈ V(Rn+2) is the kth intrinsic volume. In particular, t = 2
πµ1. We abuse notation

and denote again by t the restriction of this valuation to the sphere. Thus t0, . . . , tn+1

constitute another basis for VSO(n+2).
We describe the relations among these three bases. Clearly

(25) φk(Sjλ) =





2
(

2√
λ

)k
j − k ≥ 0 and even

0 otherwise
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which with (22) implies that

φk =
∞∑

j=0

(
λ

4

)j
τk+2j.

Thus the generating function for the coefficients ci of τi in the expansion of φk is xk
(
1 − λx2

4

)−1
,

i.e.

(26) φk =
∑

j

[xj ]


xk

(
1 − λx2

4

)−1

 τj

where we use the standard generating functions notation

[xj ]

(
∑

i

cix
i

)
:= cj .

Lemma 3.4.

tk = φk
(

1 − λφ2

4

)− k
2

(27)

=
∞∑

j=0

(
k
2 + j − 1

j

)(
λ

4

)j
φk+2j(28)

=
∞∑

j=0

(
k
2 + j

j

)(
λ

4

)j
τk+2j(29)

Proof. The relation (27) is Proposition 2.4.20 in [7]. In fact it is easy to prove directly by

the template method: simply evaluate both sides on the great spheres Sjλ, using (24) and
the known values of the intrinsic volumes of spheres (e.g. [24]) (the case k = 2 is especially
convenient, from which the other cases follow, since t is the unique square root of t2 in R[[φ]]
that assigns positive values to curves). The explicit expansion (28) then follows from (15).

To obtain (29), note that by (26), (27),

(30) tk =
∑

j

[xj ]


xk

(
1 − λx2

4

)− k
2
(

1 − λx2

4

)−1

 τj.

�

Corollary 3.5.

t · τk =
∑

j≥0

(
2j

j

)(
λ

16

)j
τk+2j+1.

Proof. By (30), for any formal power series p we have

p(t) =
∑

j

[xj ]



(

1 − λx2

4

)−1

p


x

(
1 − λx2

4

)− 1

2




 τj.

It follows that for any formal power series q

t ·
∑

j

[xj ](q(x))τj =
∑

j

[xj ]


x

(
1 − λx2

4

)− 1

2

q(x)


 τj.

In particular, this is true of q(x) = xk. �
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3.3. Behavior of the Ckp under isometric immersions.

Definition 3.6. For 2p + 2l ≤ k, define Ckpl to be the object that assigns to any isometric
immersion e : M →֒ N of smooth Riemannian manifolds the curvature measure

C(M) ∋ ιe(Ckpl) := Cekpl :=





ωk

πk(m+1−k)!ωm+1−k
[ρ̄rel(φkpl), 0] if k < dimM = m+ 1

ωk

πk [0, ρ̄rel(ψpl)] if k = dimM

0 if k > dimM.

We denote the ω-span of the Ckpl, the space of relative Riemannian curvature measures, by
Rrel.

We introduce the ω-linear isomorphism Rrel → R[[x, y, z]] by

(31) β : Ckpj 7→ xk−2p−2jypzj .

The normalizing constants in the definition of the Ckpl are chosen such that

(1) Cek,0,l = CMk,l if N = R
n+1

(2) Cek,p,l = λpCek,0,l if N is a sphere of curvature λ.

Theorem 3.7. Let e : M →֒ N be an isometric immersion of one smooth Riemannian
manifold into another. Then for all k, p

(32) e∗CNk,p =
∞∑

j=0

(
k
2 + j

j

)(
1

4

)j
Cek+2j,p,j

In other words, if δ : R[[ξ, η]] → R[[x, y, z]] is the ω-linear map

(33) δ : ξkηp 7→
(

1 − z

4

)−1
(
x

(
1 − z

4

)− 1

2

)k (
y

(
1 − z

4

)−1
)p

then

ιe ◦ β−1 ◦ δ = e∗ ◦ ιN ◦ α−1.

The proof is based on the following, to be proved in Section 4.2.

Lemma 3.8. There exist universal constants cm,nk,p,j such that

(34) e∗CNkp =
∑

j

cm,nk,p,jC
e
k+2j,p,j.

Proof of Theorem 3.7. Assuming Lemma 3.8, we evaluate the constants in (34) via the tem-
plate method. First, choose N = Sn+1

λ and let M = Sm+1
µ be a subsphere of curvature

µ ≥ λ. Then

e∗CNkp =
∞∑

j=0

cm,nk,p,jC
e
k+2j,p,j = λp

∞∑

j=0

cm,nk,p,jC
e
k+2j,0,j.

Since CNkp = λpCNk0 we also have

e∗CNkp = λpe∗CNk0 = λp
∞∑

j=0

cm,nk,0,jC
e
k+2j,0,j.

The Gauss equation (14) now yields Cek+2j,0,j = (µ − λ)jCek+2j,0,0, so we conclude that

cm,nk,p,j = cm,nk,0,j =: cm,nk,j .

In order to determine these constants we consider a standard embedding of M = Sm+1
λ

into N = R
n+1. Then

e∗CNk0 =
∞∑

j=0

cm,nk,j C
e
k+2j,0,j =

∞∑

j=0

cm,nk,j C
M
k+2j,j =

∞∑

j=0

cm,nk,j λ
jCMk+2j,0
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Globalizing this relation yields

tk =
∞∑

j=0

cm,nk,j λ
jτk+2j.

Now (32) follows from Lemma 3.4. �

Corollary 3.9. If the embedding e : M → N is totally geodesic, then e∗CNkp = CMkp for all
k, p.

3.4. Lipschitz-Killing curvature measures.

Definition 3.10. Define the subspace L̃K ⊂ R as the ω-span of the elements

(35) Λ̄k :=
∞∑

j=0

(
k
2 + j

j

)(
1

4

)j
Ck+2j,j, k = 0, 1, . . . .

The alternative normalization Λk := πk

k!ωk
Λ̄k agrees with the corresponding definition in

[10]. If k = dimM then ΛMk (A, ·) equals the Riemannian volume measure restricted to

A ⊂ M . However, the Λ̄k are more natural algebraically, since

(36) α(Λ̄k) = ξk
(

1 − η

4

)− k
2

−1

.

Theorem 3.11. The subspace L̃K consists precisely of all elements Ψ ∈ R such that

(37) e∗ΨN = ΨM

for every smooth isometric immersion e : M →֒ N of smooth Riemannian manifolds.

Proof. We introduce an alternate basis for the space of relative Riemannian curvature mea-
sures as follows. Put

Ξkpl =
∑

π

sgn(π)ΩN
π1π2

· · · ΩN
π2p−1π2p

ΩM
π2p+1π2p+2

· · · ΩM
π2p+2l−1π2p+2l

θπ2p+2l+1
· · · θπk

ωπk+1,0 · · ·ωπm,0

for 2p+ 2l ≤ k, and

Θpl =
∑

π

sgn(π)θπ0
ΩN
π1π2

· · · ΩN
π2p−1π2p

ΩM
π2p+1π2p+2

· · · ΩM
π2p+2l−1π2p+2l

θπ2p+2l+1
· · · θπm

For 2p + 2l ≤ k, define Γkpl ∈ Rrel to be the object that assigns to any smooth isometric
embedding e : Mm+1 → Nn+1 the curvature measure

Γekpl :=





ωk

πk(m+1−k)!ωm+1−k
[Ξkpl, 0] if k < m+ 1

ωk

πk [0,Θpl] if k = m+ 1

0 if k > m+ 1.

on M . Thus

(38) Γek,0,p = CMk,p

and

(39) Ckpl =
l∑

j=0

(−1)j
(
l

j

)
Γk,p+j,l−j.

In other words, if we define the ω-linear map

γ : Γkpj 7→ xk−2p−2jypzj

then γ ◦ β−1(xaybzc) = xayb(z − y)c .
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We first give a proof, using this formalism, of the well known fact (cf. the Introduction)

that e∗Λ̄Nk = Λ̄Mk for any smooth isometric immersion e : M →֒ N . By (36) and (38) this is
encoded in the relation

(40) e∗ ◦ ιN ◦ α−1

(
ξk
(

1 − η

4

)− k
2

−1
)

= ιe ◦ γ−1

(
xk
(

1 − z

4

)− k
2

−1
)
.

By Theorem 3.7, this relation holds, since

ξk
(

1 − η

4

)− k
2

−1
δ−−→
(

1 − z

4

)−1
(
x

(
1 − z

4

)− 1

2

)k (
1 − y

4

(
1 − z

4

)−1
)− k

2
−1

= xk
(

1 − z

4
− y

4

)− k
2

−1

γ◦β−1

−−−−→ xk
(

1 − z

4

)− k
2

−1

.

Conversely, suppose Ψ =
∑
kp akpCkp ∈ R satisfies (37) for all isometric immersions e :

M →֒ N . We wish to show that for each k ≥ 0 the sequence of coefficients (ak+2j,j)j is

proportional to

(( k
2

+j
j

) (1
4

)j)

j
. We know this to be the case if Ψ ∈ L̃K. Fixing k, it is

therefore enough merely to show that the ak+2j,j, j > 0, are determined by A := ak,0
ωkk!
πk .

By induction we may assume that the statement is true for 0, . . . , k − 1; subtracting the
terms that correspond to these values, we may assume that all ajp = 0, j ≤ k − 1.

Given j > 0, consider the standard embedding e : Rk → R
k+2j+1. Thus e∗(ΨRk+2j+1

) =

ΨRk
= AΦRk

k . Taking Mλ := R
k × S2j

λ , with standard isometric embeddings eλ : Mλ →֒
R
k+2j+1, as subsets of R

k+2j+1 the normal cycles nc(eλ(Mλ)) → χ(S2j)N(Rk) = 2N(Rk)
in the flat metric topology as λ → ∞. This is an elementary case of Theorem 3.7 of [22];
alternatively it follows from the product formula for normal cycles and the fact that if
rS2k ⊂ R

2k+1 is the standard sphere of radius r then limr↓0 nc(rS2k) = 2 nc({0}). Therefore
by (2)

ΨRk+2j+1

(eλ(Mλ), ·) ⇀ 2ΨRk+2j+1

(Rk, ·) = 2AΦk(R
k, ·)

as measures on R
k+2j+1. On the other hand, the hypothesis of isometric invariance implies

that

ΨRk+2j+1

(eλ(Mλ), ·) = eλ∗
[
ΨMλ(Mλ, ·)

]

But it is clear that the signed measures eλ∗
[
CMλ

lm (Mλ, ·)
]
⇀ 0 for (l,m) 6= (k + 2j, j), and

that CMλ

k+2j,j(Mλ, [0, 1]k × S2j
λ ) =: c 6= 0, independent of λ. It follows that ak+2j,j = 2A

c . �

3.5. Lipschitz-Killing valuations. The Lipschitz-Killing curvature measures are distin-
guished also by the fact that their globalizations behave in a universal fashion with respect
to Alesker multiplication.

3.5.1. The universal module. Given a smooth Riemannian manifold M , we set LK(M) ⊂
V(M) for the Lipschitz-Killing algebra of M , generated by

(41) tM := glob(Λ̄M1 ) ∈ V(M).

Lemma 3.12. Given k, p,m, there exists Ψk,p,m ∈ R such that, if M is any smooth oriented
Riemannian manifold of dimension m+ 1, then

tM · CMkp = ΨM
k,p,m.

In particular, tM · R(M) ⊂ R(M) for every oriented Riemannian manifold M .
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We postpone the proof of Lemma 3.12 to Section 4.1 below.
Assuming Lemma 3.12, we now determine the Ψkpm ∈ R. Using the identification (18) of

R with R[[ξ, η]], we define an action of R[t] on R by

(42) α(t · Ψ) :=
ξ√

1 − η
4

α(Ψ).

Thus by (36)

(43) t · Λ̄k = Λ̄k+1.

Writing out (42) explicitly:

t · Ckp =
∞∑

j=0

(
2j

j

)
1

16j
Ck+2j+1,p+j,(44)

ti · Ckp =
∞∑

j=0

(
i
2 + j − 1

j

)
1

4j
Ck+i+2j,p+j.(45)

Theorem 3.13. The Alesker powers of tM are given by

(46) tkM = glob(Λ̄Mk ).

The algebra homomorphism R[t] → LK(M) ⊂ V(M) determined by t 7→ tM intertwines the
actions of R[t] on R and of LK(M) on R(M), i.e.

(47) (t · Φ)M = tM · ΦM .

Proof. We must show that

(48) Ψk,p,m =
∞∑

j=0

(
2j

j

)(
1

16

)j
Ck+2j+1,p+j.

This formula is determined by the cases M = Sn+1
λ for varying n, λ, as follows. By

Theorem 3.11, the valuation t ∈ V(Sn+1
λ ), described in Section 3.2, is identical to tSn+1

λ
as

defined in (41). Globalizing t · Ckp in Snλ and using (19), (20), and Corollary 3.5, we obtain

glob(t ·CMkp) = λp t · τk = λp
∞∑

j=0

(
2j

j

)(
λ

16

)j
τk+2j+1 = glob




∞∑

j=0

(
2j

j

)(
1

16

)j
CMk+2j+1,p+j




as claimed. �

3.5.2. There are no further universal Riemannian valuations. Our next result expresses the

fact that L̃K comprises all elements of R whose globalizations act on R in a universal way.

Theorem 3.14. Let Φ ∈ R, and suppose that there exists a map L = LΦ : R → R such
that for every Riemannian manifold M and every Ψ ∈ R

glob(ΦM ) · ΨM = L(Ψ)M .

Then Φ ∈ L̃K, and L is described by (42).

In order to prove this we examine the particular cases M = CPnλ , the complex space form
of constant holomorphic sectional curvature 4λ, and exploit the detailed understanding of
the integral geometry of such spaces achieved in [10, 11]. The needed facts from hermitian
integral geometry are given in the next Proposition. For simplicity we denote the realizations

C
CPn

λ

kp ∈ R(CPnλ ) simply by Cλkp. Put Vnλ for the algebra of isometry-invariant valuations on

CPnλ . Following [10], we denote the canonical generator of the Lipschitz-Killing algebra by
tλ := tCPn

λ
∈ Vnλ , and take s ∈ Vnλ to be the valuation

s(Q) :=

∫

Grn−1

χ(Q ∩ P ) dP
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where Grn−1 is the homogeneous space of all totally geodesic subspaces of CPnλ of complex
codimension 1, and dP is the (appropriately normalized) Haar measure (cf. [10], (3.1)).

Proposition 3.15.

(1) The restriction of the globalization map to the space of invariant angular curvature
measures gives a linear isomorphism with Vnλ .

(2) If λ 6= 0 and 0 ≤ k ≤ n, then the curvature measures

Cλk,0, C
λ
k,1, . . . , C

λ
k,⌊k/2⌋

are linearly independent.
(3) R(CPnλ ) coincides with the space of all invariant angular curvature measures on CPnλ .
(4) Let p(τ, σ) be a polynomial in the formal variables τ, σ, where deg τ = 1,deg σ = 2.

If multiplication by p(tλ, s) ∈ Vnλ stabilizes the space of invariant angular curvature
measures on CPnλ then the terms of p(τ, σ) of weighted degree less than n − 2 are
independent of σ.

Proof. Conclusion (1) follows from Lemma 3.9 of [10]. Corollary 5.3, proved below, yields (2).
Therefore the span of the Ckp coincides with that of the ∆kp (defined in Section 5.1.2 below)

for k lying in this range. Examining the standard embedding of CPnλ into CPNλ , N >> n,
conclusion (3) now follows from Lemma 3.6 of [10] and Corollary 3.9 above.

To prove (4), recall that the algebra ValU(n) is the quotient R[s, t]/(fn+1, fn+2), where
each fi(s, t) is a certain polynomial of weighted degree i, where deg s = 2,deg t = 1. We
apply Theorem 2 of [11], which states that the algebra of isometry invariant valuations on
CPnλ whose action preserves the space of angular invariant curvature measures is given by
all p(tλ, s) such that

(49) ts(4s− t2)
∂p

∂σ

(
t√

1 − λs
, s

)
= 0 in ValU(n) .

Clearly we may assume that p(τ, σ) is divisible by σ. Let τ iσj be the term of smallest
degree of p(τ, σ) (we may assume that the coefficient is unity). It follows that the term of
lowest degree of the left hand expression in (49) is ts(4s − t2)tisj−1. The ideal of relations

between s, t in ValU(n) is generated by homogeneous polynomials in degrees n+ 1, n+ 2, so
the presence of this last monomial implies that i+ 2j ≥ n− 2. �

Proof of Theorem 3.14. Suppose Φ ∈ R \ L̃K . Take N large enough that this is still true
modulo the ω-span of the Ckp, k > N . By Proposition 3.15, (1) and (2), for sufficiently large

n ≥ N the globalization glob(ΦCPn
λ ) /∈ LK(CPnλ ). Choose a polynomial p(τ, σ) such that

p(tλ, s) = glob(ΦCPn
λ ) in Vnλ . By Proposition 3.15, items (4) and (2), it follows that Φ ∈ L̃K

modulo the ω-span of the Ckp, k ≥ n − 2. This is a contradiction for n ≥ N sufficiently
large. �

Remark 3.16. With some loss of precision, conclusions 2 and 3 above may be paraphrased
as: if λ 6= 0 then the realization map from R to C(CP∞

λ ) gives a linear isomorphism with
the invariant angular elements. We will exploit this situation further in Section ?? below.

4. Proofs of Lemmas 3.8 and 3.12

4.1. Proof of Lemma 3.12.

4.1.1. The Alesker-Bernig formula. We use the description provided in [5,20] of the Alesker
product in terms of differential forms. Given a smooth oriented Riemannian manifold Mm+1,
denote by Σ the oriented (3m + 2)-dimensional manifold

(50) Σ =
{

(ξ, ζ, η) ∈ SM ×M SM ×M SM : ξ 6= ±η, ζ ∈ ξ, η
}
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where ξ, η denotes the open geodesic segment in SπξM joining ξ, η. We have three associated
projections

ξ, ζ, η : SM ×M SM ×M SM → SM

to the first, second and third factors respectively.
We regard the projection ξ : SM ×M SM ×M SM → SM as a bundle associated to

the principal O(m) bundle z : FM → SM . Here O(m) acts diagonally on the model fiber
Sm × Sm ⊂ R

m+1 ×R
m+1 of ξ via the following action on R

m+1: let u0, . . . , um be standard
coordinates for R

m+1, and let O(m) fix the u0 coordinate and act as usual on (u1, . . . , um).
Thus the fibers Σξ correspond to the O(m)-invariant subset

C := {(v, u) : u 6= ±e0, v ∈ e0, u} ⊂ Sm × Sm.

We endow the bundle ξ with the connection induced by the canonical connection on the
principal bundle z, described in Section 2.2.3.

Theorem 4.1 ([5, 20]). If µ ∈ V∞(M), β ∈ Ωm(SM), and γ ∈ Ωm+1(M), then

µ · [β, γ] = [θ, ψ]

with

(51) θ = (−1)m+1ξ∗(ζ∗β ∧ η∗a∗∆µ) + π∗Fµ · β,

(52) ψ = π∗(β ∧ a∗∆µ) + Fµ · γ.
Here

F : V∞(M) → C∞(M), ∆ : V∞(M) → Ωm+1(SM)

are defined by Fµ(x) = µ({x}) and ∆µ = Dρ+ π∗τ , provided µ = [[ρ, τ ]].

The sign in front of the first term of (51) corrects the corresponding formula in [20]. Here
the operator Dρ is the Rumin differential of ρ [8, 26], defined as the unique (m + 1)-form
Dρ = d(ρ+ θ0 ∧ δ) such that

θ0 ∧ d(ρ+ θ0 ∧ δ) = 0

for some (m−1)-form δ, where θ0 ∈ Ω1(SM) is the contact form. Recall that a : SM → SM ,
a(ξ) = −ξ denotes the fiberwise antipodal map. The fibers Σξ may be compactified so as
to make clear the convergence of the fiber integrals. The orientations of the fibers in these
integrals are canonical; we need not make them precise here since we only wish to confirm the
existence of the universal product formula. Actually the term π∗τ may be ignored, for trivial
dimensional reasons: the integration is of forms of degree 2m + 1 over fibers of dimension
m+1, so that any terms including a horizontal factor of degree m+1 must yield zero. By the
same token ∆µ may be perturbed by any horizontal form of degree m+ 1 without affecting
the result.

Define

Ā+
m ∋ λk :=

⌊ m−k
2

⌋∑

j=0

(
k
2 + j

j

)(
1

4

)j ωk+2j

πk+2j(m− k − 2j + 1)!ωm−k−2j+1
φk+2j,j(53)

=
ωk

πk (m− k + 1)!!ωm−k+1

⌊ m−k
2

⌋∑

j=0

1

2jj!(m − k − 2j)!!
φk+2j,j.

Thus ρ̄(λk) is the boundary term of Λ̄k ∈ R, as in Definition 3.1. Here we use the relation

kωk = 2πωk−2, k = 1, 2, . . . .

For nonnegative integers k, p satisfying 2p ≤ k ≤ m − 1 we define elements of degree m+ 1
by

Ā+
m ∋ Dkp := (−1)k

∑

π

sgn(π)Ωπ1π2
· · · Ωπ2p−1π2p

θπ2p+1
· · · θπk

Ωπk+1,0ωπk+2,0 · · ·ωπm,0.

The sum ranges over all permutations of 1, . . . ,m.
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The proof of Lemma 3.12 using the Alesker-Bernig formula is based on the following
observation.

Lemma 4.2. The formal exterior derivative dλ1 is the sum of a multiple of θ0 and an
element of Bm.

Proof. More precisely and generally, we compute

dλk =
ωk

πk (m− k − 1)!!ωm−k+1
×(54)

×


θ0 ∧

⌊ m−k
2

⌋∑

j=0

k

2jj!(m − k − 2j)!!
φk+2j−1,j + δm−1




where

δm−1 :=
1

2
m−k−1

2

(
m−k−1

2

)
!
Dm−1,m−k−1

2

for m− k odd and δm−1 := 0 otherwise. This follows by telescoping from the formula

dφkp−(k − 2p)θ0 ∧ φk−1,p + 2pDk−2,p−1 − (m − k)Dkp = 0

since ωij = 0 whenever both i, j ≥ 0, which in turn follows from the structure equations
(5). �

Proposition 4.3. For any smooth oriented manifold M of dimension m + 1, we have
D(ρ̄(λk)) ≡ ρ̄(dλk) modulo the space of horizontal forms.

Proof. Recall that ρ̄ ◦ d = d ◦ ρ̄. Since δm−1 has degree m + 1 and no ω·0 factors, it follows
that for any Riemannian Mm+1 the realization of dλk is a functional multiple of ρ̄(θ0). �

4.1.2. The formal model. Since normal cycles are Legendrian, and the realization of θ0 is the
contact form of any SM , with Proposition 2.2 the following implies Lemma 3.12.

Proposition 4.4. Given k, p,m, there exist ϕ1 ∈ Ā+
m, ϕ2 ∈ B+

m with the following property.
Given an oriented Riemannian manifold Mm+1, let θ, ψ be as in Theorem 4.1 for β =
ρ̄(φkp), µ = tM , and γ = 0. Then

(55) θ = ρ̄(ϕ1), ψ = ρ̄(ϕ2).

We will only give explicitly the construction of ϕ1, corresponding to the term of the
Alesker-Bernig formula that involves fiber integration over Σ; that of ϕ2 is similar but sig-
nificantly simpler.

The gist of the construction is contained in Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6. The idea is to carry
out the fiber integration in the first term of the right hand side of (51) in purely symbolic
terms (the second term vanishes since Fµ = 0, which is to say that tM clearly vanishes on
singletons). The underlying observation is Lemma 4.2, which implies that in the present
setting the forms β,∆µ from (51) are realizations of elements of Ā+

m. Lemma 4.6 shows
that the process of pulling them back under ζ, η may be viewed as the realization of a
parallel symbolic process. With the aid of Lemma 2.7, Lemma 4.5 shows that the fiber
integration step in the Alesker-Bernig formula may also be carried out symbolically, and
that the symbolic result belongs to Ā+

m. Proposition 2.2 then concludes the proof.
Recalling the left actions of O(m) on Sm and on Ām, we define the left action Λ of O(m)

on Ω∗(Sm, Ām) by

(56) Λgφ := Lg ◦ (g−1∗
φ) = g−1∗

(Lg ◦ φ).

Define similarly an action Λ̂ of the same group on Ω∗(Sm ×Sm, Ām) via the diagonal action
on Sm×Sm. Let ζ̃ , η̃ : Sm×Sm → Sm denote the projections to the respective factors; these
maps clearly intertwine the O(m) actions. Denote by Ω∗(Sm, Ām)+ the subspace on which
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O(m) acts by multiplication by the determinant, and note that, if α, ω ∈ Ω∗(Sm, Ām)+, then

η̃∗α ∧ ζ̃∗ω ∈ Ω∗(Sm × Sm, Ām)O(m).
Given ξ0 ∈ SM with x0 := π(ξ0) ∈ M , let b be an adapted frame at ξ0. Define

the diffeomorphism ψb : Sx0
M → Sm, ψ−1

b (u) := uibi, and define ρ̂b : Ω∗(Sm, Ām) →
Ω∗(Sx0

M,
∧ ∗Tξ0

SM) by

(57) ρ̂b(φ) := ψ∗
b (ρ̄b ◦ φ) = ρ̄b ◦ (ψ∗

bφ).

If b, b′ = Rgb are adapted frames at ξ0 ∈ SM , where g ∈ O(m), then by Lemma 2.4

ρ̂b′φ = ρ̄Rgb ◦ ψ∗
Rgbφ = ρ̄b ◦ Lg ◦ ψ∗

b ((g
−1)∗φ) = ρ̄b ◦ ψ∗

b (Lg ◦ (g−1)∗φ) = ρ̂b(Λgφ).

It follows that this value is independent of the choice of positively oriented frame b if φ is
SO(m)-invariant.

Consider the bundle SM ×M SM → SM under projection to the first factor as an O(m)
bundle associated to z, endowed with the connection induced by the canonical connection on
z. Here the action of O(m) on the model fiber Sm ⊂ R

m+1 is again induced by the standard
action on the 1, . . . ,m coordinates, and fixes the 0 coordinate; thus the projections from the
bundle ξ, obtained by omitting the second or third coordinate, are both bundle maps that
intertwine the connections. We then obtain a map ρ̂ : Ω∗(Sm, Ām)+ → Ω∗(SM ×M SM) as
the restriction of ρ̂b for any choice of positive adapted frame b, via the constructions of Section
2.3. In the same manner we have ˆ̂ρ : Ω∗(Sm × Sm, Ām)O(m) → Ω∗(SM ×M SM ×M SM).
Factor the maps ζ = π2◦ζ1, η = π2◦η1, where the ζ1, η1 : SM×MSM×MSM → SM×MSM
respectively omit the third and second coordinates.

Lemma 4.5. Let I denote integration over the model fiber C := {(z, y) : y 6= ±e0, z ∈
e0, y} ⊂ Sm × Sm, with an appropriate choice of orientation. Then the following diagram
commutes for all (m+ 1)-dimensional oriented Riemannian manifolds M :

(58)

(Ω∗(Sm, Ām)+)⊗2 ρ̂⊗2

−−−−→ Ω∗(SM ×M SM)⊗2

ζ̃∗∧η̃∗

y ζ∗
1

∧η∗
1

y

Ω∗(Sm × Sm, Ām)O(m)
ˆ̂ρ−−−−→ Ω∗(SM ×M SM ×M SM)

I

y ξΣ
∗

y

Ā+
m

ρ̄−−−−→ Ω∗(SM)

Here ξΣ denotes the restriction of the projection ξ to the submanifold Σ of (50).

Proof. That the top square commutes follows straightforwardly from the definitions.
Lemma 2.7 implies that a variant of the bottom square commutes, in which the invariance

conditions on the spaces on the left are relaxed, and the maps ρ̄, ˆ̂ρ are replaced by ρ̄b, ˆ̂ρb for
some frame b at ξ0. Since the orientation of C is reversed under the action of g ∈ O(m) if
det g = −1, we find that

I(Λ̂gφ) = (det g)LgI(φ), g ∈ O(m).

Thus the restriction of I to the subspace of invariant elements indeed takes values in Ā+
m,

and the given diagram commutes. �

The next step is to use ρ̂ to construct a universal model for the pullback of ρ̄(Ā+
m) under

the projection π2 of SM ×M SM to the second factor.

Lemma 4.6. There exists a canonical map σ such that the following diagram commutes:

(59)

Ā+
m

ρ̄−−−−→ Ω∗(SM)

σ

y π∗
2

y

Ω∗(Sm, Ām)+ ρ̂−−−−→ Ω∗(SM ×M SM)
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Proof. Given g ∈ O(m+ 1) we define an algebra homomorphism sg : Ām → Ω∗(Sm, Ām) by

taking sg(θi) = L̃g(θi), sg(Ωij) = L̃g(Ωij) and

(60) sg(ωi0) = L̃g(ωi0) + gjiduj ,

where we recall the definition of L̃g from the discussion around (4), (6). One sees readily
that if h ∈ O(m) then

sgh = sg ◦ Lh, shg = Λh ◦ sg.

From the first relation it follows that if φ ∈ Ā+
m then sg(φ) depends only on g · e0 = u and

det g. Thus we may define σ : Ā+
m → Ω∗(Sm, Ām) by σ(φ)|u := sg(φ)|u, where g · e0 = u

and det g = 1. The second relation now implies that σ(Ā+
m) ⊂ Ω∗(Sm, Ām)+.

It remains to show that ρ̂, σ fit into (59). Selecting a point ξ0, a positive frame b at ξ0, and
g ∈ SO(m + 1), we accomplish this by proving the corresponding fact for the contingently
defined maps ρ̂b, sg above. This amounts to the following assertion. Let u := g · e0 ∈ Sm,

η0 := ψ−1
b (u) ∈ Sx0

M , and β := Rgb. Thus β is a positive adapted frame at η0. The proof
of the Lemma will be completed by showing that the diagram

(61)

Ām

π∗
2

◦ρ̄β|
ξ0,η0−−−−−−−→ ∧∗ Tξ0,η0

(SM ×M SM)

sg|u
y rξ0

y
∧∗ TuSm ⊗ Ām

ρ̂b|u−−−−→ ∧∗ Tη0
Sx0

M ⊗∧∗ Tξ0
SM

commutes, where the map on the right is defined as usual via the connection.
Observe first that if ḡ : Sm ⊃ U → SO(m+ 1) is a local section extending g, i.e.

ḡ(v) · e0 = (ḡ00(v), ḡ10(v), . . . , ḡm0(v)) = v, ḡ(u) = g,

then (60) may be rewritten as

(62) sg(ωi0)|u = ḡ00(u)ḡji(u)ωj0 + ḡ0i(u)ḡj0(u)ω0j + ḡji(u) dḡj0|u .

We construct a convenient choice of such an extension as follows. By continuity we may
assume that ξ0 6⊥ η0, or equivalently that u 6⊥ e0. Thus by Lemma 2.5, we may take

(63) ḡ(rotw(u)) := rotw ·g

for w in some small neighborhood of e0.
Let b̄ be the infinitesimally parallel extension of b, and define an extension β̄ of β to an

adapted moving frame on a neighborhood of η0 in SM as follows: for v in a neighborhood of u
in Sx0

M , take β̄(v) := Rḡψb(v)b; then extend by parallel translation along geodesics from x0.

For (ξ, η) ∈ SM×MSM lying in the appropriate domain we define ¯̄g(ξ, η) ∈ SO(m+1) by the
condition R¯̄g(ξ,η)b̄(ξ) = β̄(η). Thus, by Lemma 2.5 and the definition of the infinitesimally

parallel extension b̄,

(64) ¯̄g(ξ, η) = rot
−1
ψb(ξ) ·(ḡ ◦ ψb)(η)

for ξ ∈ Sx0
\ {−ξ0}, η ∈ ψ−1

b (U), so that by Lemma 2.5 and (63)

(65) ¯̄g(ξ, rotξ0

ξ (η0)) = rot
−1
ψb(ξ) ·(ḡ ◦ ψb(rotξ0

ξ (η0))) = rot
−1
ψb(ξ) ·(ḡ(rotψb(ξ)(ψb(η0))) ≡ g.

Since the group action commutes with parallel translation, the map ¯̄g is determined by these
restricted values: if ξ′, η′ ∈ SxM are the parallel translates of ξ, η along the geodesic from
x0 to x, then ¯̄g(ξ′, η′) = ¯̄g(ξ, η).
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Let R : FM ×O(m+ 1) → FM be the right action. We have the locally defined commu-
tative diagram

(66)

Am Ω∗(FM) Ω∗(FM ×O(m+ 1))
∧ ∗TbFM ⊗∧∗ TgO(m+ 1)

Ām Ω∗(SM) Ω∗(SM ×M SM)
∧ ∗Tξ0

SM ⊗∧ ∗Tη0
Sx0

M

ρ R∗

β̄∗

evb,g

(b̄,¯̄g)∗ (b̄,¯̄g)∗|
ξ0,η0

ρ̄β̄ π∗
2

evξ0,η0

where, as in (61), the space on the lower right is identified with
∧ ∗Tξ0,η0

(SM ×M SM) via
the connection. We claim that the composition of maps from the lower left corner across the
top line to the lower right coincides with ρ̂b ◦ sg|u, which will imply commutativity of (61).

Note first that the derivatives b̄∗, ¯̄g∗ at (ξ0, η0) vanish on Tη0
Sx0

M,Tξ0
SM respectively.

The first of these statements is obvious, while the second follows from (65) and the definition
of the connection. By the definitions of b̄ and of the realization maps we have

b̄∗(ρ(θi))
∣∣∣
ξ0

= ρ̄b(θi), b̄∗(ρ(Ωij))
∣∣∣
ξ0

= ρ̄b(Ωij),

b̄∗(ρ(ωi0))
∣∣∣
ξ0

= ρ̄b(ωi0),

b̄∗(ρ(ωij))
∣∣∣
ξ0

= 0, 0 /∈ {i, j}.

Meanwhile, the restrictions of ¯̄g∗ and (ḡ ◦ ψb)∗ to T ∗
η0
Sx0

M clearly coincide. Thus the basic
theory of connections on principal bundles ([13], Lemma 1 of Section 5.1, and Lemma 1 of
Section 6.1.1) gives the values at (b, g) ∈ FM ×O(m + 1) as

R∗ρ(θi)|b,g = gji ρ(θj)|b
R∗ρ(Ωij)|b,g = gkiglj ρ(Ωkl)|b
R∗ρ(ωi0)|b,g = gkigl0 ρ(ωkl)|b + gjidgj0.

Applying the adjoints of the derivatives described above and comparing with the definition
of sg in (60) and (62) completes the proof. �

Proof of Proposition 4.4. Recalling (12), we construct ϕ1 by feeding L(−1)dλ1 ⊗φkp into the
tensor square of (59), then applying (58). Note that, in applying Theorem 4.1 in our present
circumstances, we have Fµ = 0, and we may ignore the π∗τ term. �

4.2. Proof of Lemma 3.8. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.12, with the Alesker-
Bernig formula replaced by the more elementary construction giving the restriction of smooth
curvature measures on the level of differential forms, which we now describe.

4.2.1. Restrictions of curvature measures. Let e : Mm+1 →֒ Nn+1 be an isometric immersion,
m < n. Let S⊥

MN ⊂ SN |M denote the bundle of spheres normal to M , with projection

q : S⊥
MN → M . Consider the open submanifold SN |+M := SN |M \ S⊥

MN . Put

i : SN |+M → SN, j : S⊥
MN → SN.

for the inclusion maps. Normalized projection to the tangent spaces of M gives a projection
p : SN |+M → SM , whose fibers are open hemispheres of dimension n−m.

Proposition 4.7. Let ω ∈ Ωn(SN), γ ∈ Ωn+1(N). Then the fibers of the bundles p, q may
be canonically oriented so that

(67) e∗[ω, γ] = e∗[ω, 0] = [p∗i
∗ω, q∗j

∗ω]

Although the fibers of p are not compact, they may be easily compactified by a blowing
up process, so that the fiber integral operator p∗ that occurs here is well defined.
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Proof. Let a smooth polyhedron A ⊂ M be given. The proof of Theorem 4.5 of [19] shows
how to construct the normal cycle ncN (A) of A, considered as a subset of N , from its normal
cycle ncM (A) as a subset of M : under a suitable choice of orientations of the fibers Sn−m

+ of
p, we have

ncN (A) = i∗(ncM (A) ×p S
n−m
+ ) + ncN (M)|A .

The conclusion now follows from the fiber integration definition of products of currents.
Actually this construction is valid without regard to the Riemannian structure via passage

to the conormal cycle. From that perspective, that the fibers are oriented canonically follows
from the fact that the pair (M,N) is locally diffeomorphic to the model case (Rm+1,Rn+1).

�

The bundle p admits a natural connection, as follows. Take the subspace SM ⊂ SN |+M to

be parallel. Using the map (ξ, η, θ) 7→ cos θ ξ+sin θ η, the deleted bundle SN |+M \SM → SM

may be identified with the pullback to SM of S⊥
MN × (0, π2 ) → M . The normal connection

on S⊥
MN → M coming from the Levi-Civita connection on N induces a connection on the

latter space as a bundle over M . Now pull this connection back to SM via the projection
to M . These two descriptions clearly fit together to give the desired connection on p. This
connection now yields for each ξ ∈ SM a canonical restriction map rξ : Ω∗(SN |+M ) →
Ω∗(S+

ξ N,
∧ ∗TξSM), such that any φ is determined uniquely by the family of rξ(φ), ξ ∈ SM .

4.2.2. The formal model. With Proposition 2.6, the following will imply Lemma 3.8.

Proposition 4.8. Let k, p,m, n be given. Then there exist elements ψ1 ∈ ¯̄A+
m,n, ψ2 ∈ B+

m,n

such that for any smooth isometric immersion e : Mm+1 →֒ Nn+1

(68) p∗i
∗ρ̄N (φkp) = ρ̄rel(ψ1), π∗j

∗ρ̄N (φkp) = ρ̄rel(ψ2).

The proof of the first assertion is parallel to the proof of the first assertion of Proposition
4.4. Consider the sphere Sn−m ⊂ R ⊕ R

n−m, with standard basis e0, em+1, . . . , en and
associated coordinates u0, um+1, . . . , un. The group O(n − m) acts on Sn−m

+ by fixing the

0 coordinate. Put Sn−m
+ for the open hemisphere {u0 > 0}. The group O(m) × O(n − m)

admits a left action Λ̄ on Ω∗(Sn−m
+ , Ām,n) by

Λ̄g,hφ := Lg,h ◦ (h−1∗
φ).

Denote by Ω∗(Sn−m
+ , Ām,n)++ the subspace {φ : Λg,hφ = det g · deth · φ}.

Lemma 4.9. There exist canonical maps σrel, ρ̂rel such that the following diagram commutes,
where J =

∫
Sn−m

+

:

Ā+
n

Ā++
m,n Ω∗(SN )

Ω∗(Sn−m
+ , Ām,n)++ Ω∗(SN |+M )

Ā+
m,n Ω∗(SM)

ρ̄

i∗σrel

ρ̂rel

J

ρ̄rel

p∗
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Proof of Lemma 4.9. Put Q for the index set {0,m + 1, . . . , n}. Let O(n − m + 1) act on
R
Q = R

n−m+1 in the expected way, so that the action of the subgroup O(n − m) is as
described above, fixing e0. Let ḡ : Sn−m

+ → SO(m)×SO(n−m+1) ⊂ O(n+1) be a section,

and define σrel : Ām,n → Ω∗(Sn−m
+ , Ām,n) by putting, for u ∈ Sn−m

+ ,

σrel(θi)|u := ḡji(u)θj

σrel(Ωij)|u := ḡki(u)ḡlj(u)Ωkl(69)

σrel(ωij)|u := ḡki(u)ḡlj(u)ωkl + ḡji(u)duj

= ḡki(u)ḡlj(u)ωkl + ḡji(u)dḡj0,

where we take into account the relations (13). As in the remarks following the statement
of Proposition 4.4, one readily sees that the restriction to Ā++

m,n of the resulting algebra
homomorphism is independent of the choice of ḡ, and that the values of the restricted map
enjoy the indicated symmetries.

Applying the constructions of Section 2.3 to the connection on the bundle p described
above, we may define the map ρ̂rel by specifying a map into Ω∗(S+

ξ N,
∧ ∗TξSM) for each ξ ∈

SM . Let b = (b0, . . . , bn) be a positive adapted frame at ξ, so that b0 = ξ and b1, . . . , bm are
tangent to M at x := π(ξ). Put ψb : S+

x N → Sn−m
+ by ψ−1

b (u0, um+1, . . . , un) := u0b0 +uαbα.

Now put ρ̂b,rel(φ) := ρ̄b,rel ◦ψ∗
bφ. Restricting this map to φ ∈ Ω∗(Sn−m

+ , Ām,n)++ yields ρ̂rel.

We now show that the top square commutes. Extend b to an adapted moving frame b̄
defined on a neighborhood of ξ in SM , such that (b̄0, . . . , b̄m) is constructed as in the proof
of Lemma 4.6 above, and b̄m+1, . . . , b̄n depend only on the base point π(b̄0) and all have

covariant derivative zero at π(ξ) with respect to the normal connection. Thus ρ̄b̄,rel(ωij)
∣∣∣
ξ

=

ρ̄b̄,rel(ωαβ)
∣∣∣
ξ

= 0, 0 /∈ {i, j}.

We may now use the section ḡ above to construct an adapted moving frame on SN |+M in

the neighborhood of S+
ξ0
M , by taking for (u0, um+1, . . . , un) ∈ Sn−m

+ , ξ ∈ SM ,

β(u0ξ + uαbα) := Rḡ(u0,um+1,...,un)b̄(ξ).

Let β̄ be an extension to an adapted moving frame on an open subset of SN . Put g̃(u0ξ +
uαbα) := ḡ(u0, um+1, . . . , un). We have the locally defined commutative diagram
(70)

An Ω∗(FN) Ω∗(F (M,N) ×O(n−m+ 1)) Ω∗(O(n −m+ 1),
∧ ∗TbF (M,N))

Ām Ω∗(SN) Ω∗(SN |+M ) Ω∗(S+
ξ0
N,
∧ ∗Tξ0

SM)

ρ R∗

β̄∗

rb

(b̄◦p,g̃)∗

ρ̄β̄ i∗ rξ0

The commutativity of the top square in the diagram in the statement of the Lemma now
follows by comparing the values (69) with the results of the right action R, as in the proof
of Lemma 4.5.

We now examine the bottom square. Removing the covariance conditions from the spaces
on the left, and replacing the horizontal maps by ρ̂b,rel, ρ̄b,rel, commutativity follows from

Lemma 2.7. It remains to show that J maps Ω∗(Sn−m
+ , Ām,n)++ to Ā+

m,n. Taking into
account the change of orientation of the fiber, we have for any (g, h) ∈ O(m) ×O(n−m)

(71) J(Λ̄g,hφ) = (deth)Λ̄g,hJ(φ).

This implies that

(72) (g, h) · J(φ̄kp) = (det g)J(φ̄kp), (g, h) ∈ O(m) ×O(n−m),

which implies that J maps Ω∗(Sn−m
+ , Ām,n)++ to Ā+

m,n. �

Proof of Proposition 4.8. Insert φkp ∈ Ā+
n into the top of the diagram in Lemma 4.9 and

chase it down in both directions. Applying (69) to the terms of the expansion (7), it is
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clear that the only terms that yield n−m factors duβ are those for which {m+ 1, . . . , n} ⊂
{πk+1, . . . , πn}. Thus these terms include no factors Ωαt. Since only these terms contribute

to the fiber integral J , it follows that ψ1 := J ◦ σrel(φkp) ∈ ¯̄A+
m,n. That the bottom square

of the diagram commutes is now immediate.
We omit the simpler proof of the second assertion. �

5. An application to hermitian integral geometry

We apply our results to study the space Cnλ of invariant curvature measures, and the
corresponding algebra Vnλ , on the complex space forms CPnλ .

5.1. Review of hermitian integral geometry. Let us recall the main notions of this
subject, developed mostly in [10].

5.1.1. General theory. A Riemannian isotropic space is a pair (M,G), where M is a Rie-
mannian manifold and G is a group of isometries of M that acts transitively on the tangent
sphere bundle SM . For such a space there exist kinematic formulas both for G-invariant
curvature measures and for G-invariant valuations, the latter being the image of the former
under the globalization map:

CG(M)
K−−−−→ CG(M) ⊗ CG(M)

glob

y
yglob ⊗ glob

VG(M)
k−−−−→ VG(M) ⊗ VG(M)

where the coproducts K,k are cocommutative and coassociative. Picking a representative
point o ∈ M and setting Go ⊂ G to be the subgroup {g : go = o}, the pair (ToM,Go) is again
a Riemannian isotropic space, where Go is the group generated by the group of translations
and the derivative of the action of Go. Howard’s transfer principle ([10], Theorem 2.23)

implies that the natural map CG(M) → CGo(ToM) is an isomorphism of graded coalgebras.
By the fundamental theorem of algebraic integral geometry ([10], Theorem 2.21), the

kinematic operator k is adjoint to the multiplication of VG(M) via a natural Poincaré duality
map p : VG(M) → VG(M)∗. By the same token, the action of VG(M) on CG(M) encodes
information about the operator K ([10], Corollary 2.20). In view of the obvious fact that
the Riemannian curvature measures are invariant under isometries, we now observe:

Lemma 5.1. If (M,G) is a Riemannian isotropic space then R(M) ⊂ CG(M) and LK(M) ⊂
VG(M).

It follows that the realization at M of the action of R[t] on R carries kinematic information.
We now illustrate this principle by examining the case of the integral geometry of complex
space forms.

5.1.2. The case of the complex space forms. Put CPnλ for the complex space form of complex
dimension n and holomorphic sectional curvature 4λ, equipped with its isometry groups Gnλ.

For λ = 0, we take Gn0 := U(n), and the resulting isotropic euclidean space is canonically
isomorphic to each tangent space (ToCP

n
λ , (G

n
λ)o) described in the general case above. This

implies that for each n there exists a single model Cn canonically isomorphic as a coalgebra
to each CGn

λ (CPnλ ), λ ∈ R.

By definition, an element of CGn
λ (CPnλ ) is angular iff the corresponding element of Cn is.

The space of all such elements is graded, and denoted by Angn =
⊕2n

k=0 Angnk . The space Cn
decomposes as

Cn = Angn ⊕ Nullnλ
where Nullnλ := ker(globnλ) (cf. [10]). The space Angn admits a canonical graded basis

∆kq ∈ Angnk , max(0, k − n) ≤ q ≤ k

2
≤ n,
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characterized by the property that ∆kq(C
p ⊕ R

l−2p, ·) = δk,ql,p Hk
∣∣∣
Cq⊕Rk−2q

, where R
l−2p de-

notes a subspace of Cn of the given real dimension that is orthogonal both to C
p and to

√
−1

times itself.
By Lemma 3.6 of [10] and the remarks preceding it, there are natural restriction maps

rn : Cn+1 → Cn that act formally as the identity on the span of the ∆kp, k ≤ n, and that
respect the decompositions above. Take C∞ = Ang∞ ⊕ Null∞λ to be the inverse limit of
this system. The inclusions also induce surjective algebra homomorphisms Vn+1

λ → Vnλ ,
intertwining the actions on Cn+1, Cn and the restriction maps rn. The inverse limit algebra
V∞
λ thus acts on C∞, and includes a canonical copy of R[[t]] obtained as the inverse limit of

the LK(CPnλ ). The generator thus gives rise to an operator on C∞ that we denote by tλ,
partially described in Theorem 6.7 of [10]. Clearly tλ(Null∞λ ) ⊂ Null∞λ .

By Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 5.1, the realization maps R → C(CPnλ ) may be represented
as maps

ρnλ : R → Angn ⊂ Cn.
Applying Corollary 3.9 to the standard totally geodesic inclusions CPnλ →֒ CPn+1

λ , we deduce
that

(73) rn ◦ ρn+1
λ = ρnλ.

Thus there are maps ρλ : R → Ang∞, rn : C∞ → Cn, such that ρnλ = rn ◦ ρλ.
In the next section we show first that if λ 6= 0 then ρλ is a linear isomorphism. Therefore

tλ stabilizes Ang∞, by Theorem 3.13. We then give explicitly the relation between the
ρλ(Ckp),∆lq, and express the action of tλ in terms of the latter.

5.2. The correspondence R ↔ C∞.

5.2.1. The exponential generating functions for L̃K(CPnλ ). We abbreviate

Cλkp := ρλ(Ckp), Λ̄λk := ρλ(Λ̄k).

We introduce the alternative graded basis

(74) ∆̃kl :=
∑

j≥0

(
l + j

l

)
∆k,l+j

so that

(75) ∆kj :=
∑

l≥0

(−1)j
(
l + j

l

)
∆̃k,l+j.

Thus, in the case of complex euclidean space (viz. λ = 0), the globalizations of the ∆̃
coincide with the Tasaki valuations introduced in [9].

We may express the Lipschitz-Killing curvature measures of the CPnλ in terms of the ∆̃kp

by means of exponential generating functions. Define

gk(z, y) :=

(
2k

k

)
zk(1 − 4z)−k− 1

2 (1 − 4y)− 3

2(76)

hk(z, y) := zk(1 − 4z)−k− 3

2 (1 − 4y)− 3

2(77)

Proposition 5.2. Define the graded ω-linear maps L,M : R[[z, y]] → Ang∞ by

L(zmyp) := m!p!∆̃2m+2p,p,

M(zmyp) := m!p!∆̃2m+2p+1,p
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of degrees 0, 1 respectively. Then for any λ ∈ R

(
4

λ

)k
L

(
gk

(
λz

4π
,
λy

4π

))
= Λ̄λ2k,(78)

2

π

(
16

λ

)k
M

(
hk

(
λz

4π
,
λy

4π

))
= Λ̄λ2k+1.(79)

In other words, the Λ̄λj may be expressed as sums of the ∆̃kp, with coefficients given by
the values at (0, 0) of appropriate partial derivatives of the functions on the left of (78), (79).

Proof. This is a straightforward modification of Lemma 3.12 of [10]. �

The following now implies Proposition 3.15 (1).

Corollary 5.3. Suppose λ 6= 0. Then the map ρλ : R → Ang∞ is surjective. Furthermore,
if m ≤ n, then ρnλ|Rm

is an isomorphism onto Angnm.

Proof. By (73), it is enough to prove the second assertion. Suppose 2l := m ≤ n. Clearly

∆̃2l,0, . . . , ∆̃2l,l are linearly independent. On the other hand, for j ≤ l the component of

degree 2l in Λ̄2j is C2l,j−l, up to a nonzero factor. Thus the matrix expressing the Cλ2l,· in

terms of the ∆̃2l,· is given by the values at (0, 0) of ∂mz ∂
p
yL

′ with m+ p = l, k ≤ l, where L′

is the function on the left of (78). The entries vanish if m < k, and are nonzero if m = k.
Thus the matrix is the reflection of a triangular matrix with nonzero diagonal entries. The
case where m is odd is similar. �

5.2.2. Expressing the ∆̃kp in terms of the Cλlq. Fix λ 6= 0. Recalling the identification α :

R ↔ R[[ξ, η]], we introduce new coordinates of degree 2 by

ξ̄ := ξ2, η̄ :=
η

λ
− ξ̄.

Take z, y both have degree 2, and define the graded ω-linear maps O,P : R[[z, y]] → R[[ξ, η]]
by

O (zmyp) := πm+p

(m+p
p

)

(2p + 1)
(2p
p

)(2m
m

) ξ̄mη̄p,

P (zmyp) :=

(
π

4

)m+p (2m + 2p+ 1)
(2m+2p
m+p

)(m+p
p

)

(2m + 1)(2p + 1)
(2m
m

)(2p
p

) ξ̄mη̄p.

Clearly O,P intertwine the operators zk∂kz , ξ̄
k∂k
ξ̄
, and by (16), (17),

O (g0(z, y)) =
(
1 − π(ξ̄ + η̄)

)−1
,

P (h0(z, y)) =
(
1 − π(ξ̄ + η̄)

)− 3

2
.

Since zk∂kz g0 = k!gk and zk∂kzh0 = (2k+1)!
k! hk, we thus compute

O(gk(z, y)) = πk ξ̄k
(
1 − π(ξ̄ + η̄)

)−k−1
,

P(hk(z, y)) =

(
π

4

)k
ξ̄k
(
1 − π(ξ̄ + η̄)

)−k− 3

2 ,

and

O
((

4

λ

)k
gk

(
λz

4π
,
λy

4π

))
= ξ2k

(
1 − η

4

)−k−1

= α(Λ̄2k),

ξ · P
((

16

λ

)k
hk

(
λz

4π
,
λy

4π

))
= ξ2k+1

(
1 − η

4

)−k− 3

2

= α(Λ̄2k+1).
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Proposition 5.2 now implies that f := ρλ ◦α−1 ◦ O ◦L−1 maps each Λ̄λ2k to itself, and that

g := ρλ ◦ α−1 ◦mπξ

2

◦ P ◦M−1 maps each Λ̄λ2k+1 to itself, where mπξ

2

denotes multiplication

by πξ
2 . As graded maps, f, g act also as the identity on the graded components of these

elements. But by the proof of Corollary 5.3, these graded components constitute an ω-basis
for Ang∞

even and Ang∞
odd, respectively. Therefore f, g are the identity maps on these spaces.

In other words, putting

cmp :=
(m+ p)!

(2m)!(2p + 1)!
, dmp :=

(2m+ 2p + 1)!

(m+ p)!(2m + 1)!(2p + 1)!
,

we obtain

∆̃2m+2p,p = πm+pcmpρλ ◦ α−1(ξ̄mη̄p)

= πm+pcmpρλ ◦ α−1
(
ξ2m

(
η

λ
− ξ2

)p)
(80)

= πm+pλ−pcmp

p∑

j=0

(−λ)j
(
p

j

)
Cλ2m+2p,p−j.

and similarly

∆̃2m+2p+1,p =
π

2

(
π

4

)m+p

dmpρλ ◦ α−1
(
ξξ̄mη̄p

)
(81)

=
π

2λp

(
π

4

)m+p

dmp

p∑

j=0

(−λ)j
(
p

j

)
Cλ2m+2p+1,p−j

The relations (80), (81) admit the common form

(82) ∆̃kp =

(
π

2

)⌈ k
2

⌉ k!!

(k − 2p)!(2p + 1)!

p∑

j=0

(−1)p−jλ−j
(
p

j

)
Cλkj.

This expression is easily inverted:

(83) Cλkj =

(
2

π

)⌈ k
2

⌉ λj

k!!

j∑

p=0

(
j

p

)
(k − 2p)!(2p + 1)!∆̃kp.

5.2.3. Action of tλ. We may now use (80) and Theorem 3.13 to compute

tλ · ∆̃2m+2p,p = πm+pcmpρλ ◦ α−1

(
ξ

(
1 − η

4

)− 1

2

ξ̄mη̄p
)

where
(

1 − η

4

)− 1

2

ξ̄mη̄p =

(
1 − λ

4

(
η̄ + ξ̄

))− 1

2

ξ̄mη̄p

=
∑

n≥m,q≥p

(
λ

16

)n+q−m−p(2n+ 2q − 2m − 2p

n+ q −m− p

)(
n+ q −m− p

n−m

)
ξ̄nη̄q

so that, by (81),

tλ · ∆̃2m+2p,p =

(84)

2cmp
π

(
16π

λ

)m+p ∑

n≥m,q≥p
d−1
nq

(
λ

4π

)n+q
(

2n + 2q − 2m − 2p

n+ q −m− p

)(
n+ q −m− p

n−m

)
∆̃2n+2q+1,q
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Similarly,

tλ · ∆̃2m+2p+1,p =

(85)

dmp
2

(
4π

λ

)m+p ∑

n≥m,q≥p
c−1
n+1,q

(
λ

16π

)n+q
(

2n+ 2q − 2m − 2p

n+ q −m − p

)(
n+ q −m− p

n−m

)
∆̃2n+2q+2,q

Theorem 5.4. tλ · ∆̃kp =

2ωk−1

ωk

(k − 1)!!

(k − 2p)!(2p + 1)!

∑

l≥0,q≥p

(k + 2l − 2q + 1)!(2q + 1)!

(k + 2l + 1)!!

(
λ

8π

)l (2l

l

)(
l

q − p

)
∆̃k+2l+1,q

Proof. Substituting n+ q = m+ p+ l and using the fact that

2ωk−1(k − 1)!!

ωkk!!
=

{
2
π if k is even

1 if k is odd

this expression for t · ∆̃kp follows immediately from (84), (85).
�
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